Back and through. Simple, right?

If only.

SAM PuttLab diagnoses 28 parameters of a player’s putting stroke

By Al Petersen

When it comes to putting, the engineers at Science & Motion Sports have developed a machine that analyzes the 28 parameters of a player’s putting stroke. Yes, 28… all in 1.39 seconds, or the average time it takes a player to start and finish the stroke.

“I tell people it’s like a launch monitor for putters, as far as what it can analyze and measure,” says Travis Becker, a Wisconsin-based PGA Professional who teaches at the Beloit Club and Ironworks Golf Lab. “It’s really pretty remarkable.”
Becker is talking about the SAM PuttLab, a device touted by Science & Motion Sports as the industry’s most accurate and comprehensive analysis and training system for putting. Besides analyzing 28 parameters, the machine offers feedback after each putt through graphics on up to 10 training screens, in addition to providing information for each putting stroke, data averages and benchmark charts. “For profiles, you can also track your progress, compare different training situations with the putter you're using or with other models and compare recordings throughout the session,” says Roman Goll, a technical architect at Science & Motion Sports. “This is extremely accurate and suitable for amateurs up to professional players.”

“It’s an educational tool for both teacher and student,” adds Becker. “It’s an eye-opener, really, as students often say: 'Now I see the difference between how a mallet or blade putter would affect my stroke, or I can really feel how the length of the shaft or weighting in certain areas would affect the ball’s roll.’ This type of teaching is starting to take off, and people are seeing the benefits.”

Some of the parameters diagnosed—and the ones likely easiest to understand—are face aim, face impact, putter path, impact zone, rotation of the face in the zone, backswing tempo and impact tempo. To not overwhelm students, Becker focuses on those issues or others that might stick out as glaring errors and goes over fixes for those areas. He keeps on the face angle during the stroke and at impact because those are the areas where a putt can most easily go off line, no matter the read or speed the putt was hit.

When it comes to fitting or using the SAM PuttLab as a teaching tool, Becker said it’s about 50/50 at his locations. “They really go hand in hand, though,” he adds. “We need to see a stroke analysis in order to fit someone, and that stroke analysis is crucial to steps I use to correct stroke flaws.”

Prior to becoming the director of instruction at the Beloit Club, Becker was at Cherokee Country Club in Madison, Wisconsin where he had a putting studio among his teaching tools. So it was an easy transition to begin using the SAM PuttLab in his new location when the club acquired one a couple years ago.

“I had about 15 years of experience gathering putting data and using software systems and analysis methods, so the basic familiarity was there,” he says. “But the SAM PuttLab has taken the teaching and fitting segment and my abilities to relate and translate the data to another level.”

Some of the features of the device that help Becker and other teaching professionals include an app for remote control, 3D putt replays, a portable system for use indoors and outdoors, automatic putt recording, print and screen reports and a training module for instant feedback.

Another application for the SAM PuttLab is using it for putting clinics, with a basic course starting with the setup, direction and distance control before moving on to advance courses with green reading, launch angle and hitting putts with break.

“arne puttLab can be used indoors or outdoors when analyzing a golfer’s putting stroke.

Training Aids to Watch For: Impact Snap

Some of the swing flaws your students most commonly deal with are over-the-top swings or casting the club before impact. Training the golfer’s wrists to hinge and un hinge correctly to allow lag in the downswing is tough, especially if casting is an ingrained move. But help is on the way with Impact Snap, a device designed to train the wrists and forearms in the three positions that lead to proper release of the club—cocking and uncocking of the lead wrist; flexion of the lead wrist; and rotation of the lead wrist and forearm without sacrificing the integrity of the flexed lead wrist.

Once golfers have the proper grip and pressure on the Impact Snap, the attached bat will be positioned below the lead forearm. By slowly moving the ball so it touches the inside part of the trailing forearm, the wrist will accomplish all three moves. That’s called lag, folks. Who knew?

The manufacturer recommends starting out slowly to get the feel of what proper wrist positions feel like throughout the swing. After a few shorter swings with the pressure in the correct places, the wrists will start to free up and move correctly.

If used properly, Impact Snap will help your students develop the proper release for crispier shots and train their motor skill patterns to do it with continuity. After that, lower scores should be a snap.